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1 Introduction 

RFID requirements for aerospace are somewhat different from for example retail.  

First of all, an aerospace RFID tag needs to endure much harsher conditions than a 

retail label. The tag may experience significant variations in temperature, humidity, and 

pressure. They may even be mistreated mechanically in their application. Secondly,  

the ATA Spec 2000 has some special requirements for the contents and organization  

of the tag memory. Finally, the tags typically need to perform well in a very RF hostile 

environment. As a result, there are some testing needs that are specific for the 

aerospace industry.  

2 Solution 

The industry’s de-facto tool for assessing tag performance is the Voyantic Tagformance 

Threshold Sweep measurement. This measurement characterizes the tag or tagged 

item as a function of frequency, thus revealing the tuning of the tag as well as the read 

range that could be acquired. As aerospace tags often need to be readable all over the 

world, it is important to verify that the tag works on both the ETSI and FCC frequency 

bands. The material or object on which the tag is attached to, will have an effect on 

performance as well. This measurement can just as well be used by a tag manufacturer 

to verify their tag design, or an RFID end user for choosing the best tag for an 

application. 

 

Figure 1.   The Threshold Sweep measurement for a tag on two different materials 
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For many applications, it is also important to be able to read the tag from different 

directions. The Voyantic Tagformance Orientation Sensitivity measurement allows 

evaluating the read performance of a tag as a function of orientation angle. Again, the 

item on which the tag is attached to has a big effect on the radiation pattern of the tag 

antenna. 

 

Figure 2.   The Orientation Sensitivity measurement for a tag on two different items 

The read range acquired by a tag can be limited by either power delivery to the tag or 

detecting the backscatter signal at the reader. The Voyantic Tagformance Read Range 

measurement takes both links into account and allows estimating the acquired read 

range with different reader configurations.  
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Figure 3.   The backscatter plot of the Read Range measurement 

New tag ICs keep emerging for aerospace applications. Some of them also include 

some special functionality that all RFID readers may not support. The Voyantic 

Tagformance Protocol Testing Suite is a tool for tag functionality testing. The tool allows 

sending any command within the EPC Class 1 Gen 2 protocol to the tag, including any 

proprietary and custom commands, and to verify the answer from the tag. 

 

Figure 4.   Using the Protocol Testing Suite to read the EPC memory contents 
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Tags designed for the aerospace industry typically feature a larger than normal memory 

to fulfill the requirements of ATA Spec 2000. The Voyantic Tagformance Memory 

Management is a tool for reading and visualizing the full memory contents of a tag.  

The tool also highlights any changes in the memory areas. 

 

Figure 5. Analyzing the memory contents of an aerospace tag 

The SAE AS5678 standard for flyable tags defines certain grades for tag performance. 

The Voyantic Tagformance Tagged Item Grading tool allows pass-fail testing against 

these grades.  
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Figure 6. Tagged Item Grading enables testing against the AS5678 tag grades 

The use of RFID in the aerospace industry is moving forward rapidly. If you have a test 

requirement outside the test coverage described above, please do not hesitate to 

contact Voyantic’s experts at support@voyantic.com. You can also follow our progress 

in Twitter and at the Voyantic blog. 
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